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Wh 9 h 1 - Streams and rivers in many parts on stainless steel helped develop | 
oO Ss e ping of the country were being plagued a new grade of steel that has re- 

with foam, partly due to deter- cently been used to reduce the 
make water gents. In some areas foam even weight and cost of subway cars. | 

came through the faucets...be- We came up with new kinds of 

come clean cause old detergents kept on  corrosion-resistant alloys for use 
foaming after they went down in the chemical industry. And 

2 9 the drain. recently we introduced a plastic 

again e Now things are changing—the drinking straw that won’t turn 

result of ten years’ work by de- soggy. 

The same Union Carbide that tergent manufacturers. We’ve To keep bringing you these and 
helped develop a new stainless helped by being the first to come many other new and improved 
steel used in subway cars. up with new kinds of detergent products, we’ll be investing half a 

chemicals that let the suds do billion dollars on new plant con- 

their work in the wash and yet struction during the next two 
allow foam to be broken down years. 
quickly after use. 

We’ve been busy improving 

many things. Our research work 

Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto ¢ Divisions: Carbon Products, UNION 

Chemicals, Consumer Products, Fibers & Fabrics, Food Products, International, Linde, Mining & Metals, Nuclear, Olefins, Plastics, Silicones, Stellite CARBIDE
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by Arlie Mucks, Jr. 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

ee YEAR the campus has been alive with discussions of controversial 
issues. Hardly a day passes without the appearence of a group of students 

huddled around a table as they sign petitions or protest against the many things 
that are happening throughout our world. 

During my recent travels, many alumni have asked me about these activi- 
ties, and specifically, about the march of a group of students and faculty to the 
State Capitol to protest our nation’s policy in the Vietnam war. Generally, 
alumni indicated that they do not approve of such action and once again the 
walls of Bascom Hall are shaken as the ideal behind the time-honored “sifting 
and winnowing” plaque is being tested and re-tested in an effort to determine 
the boundaries of academic freedom. 

Unfortunately, such an exploration is colored by the actions of a small seg- 
ment of our total University population. Approximately 1% of those who make 
up this complex institution seem to make the headlines regularly and thereby 
project the “image” of Wisconsin. It seems to me that the press, radio, and tele- 
vision have taken undue note of the actions of a distinct minority of our students 
and faculty. Thus the image has become distorted and the public and alumni 
have been led to believe that this group represents a consensus of University 
of Wisconsin thought and opinion. | 

Much of this is our fault, too. As responsible citizens who believe in the | 
principles of our nation and in the soundness of the free enterprise system we : 
should speak out. But we often find ourselves lulled into apathy until we are 
unable or unwilling to formulate a program that will effectively answer the 
challenge and harassment of a noisy minority. We stand idly by and criticize 
those who are apparently bent on leveling the superstructure of our society 
and its institutions without a promise of building something better in their 
place. At the same time, we instinctively leap to malign those who are genuinely 
questioning our present order with the hopes of finding a better, albeit differ- 
ent, world. | 

In the pages of our magazine, we have reported to you on numerous occa- | 
sions the high quality of today’s student, the great interest he has in his aca- 
demic work and in the world beyond the campus. We have asked alumni to look 
at the University through the eyes of today’s student. Put yourself back on the 
campus; visualize yourself confronted with the diversity of experience that is 
available to today’s student. Try honestly to evaluate how you would react 
under these circumstances. 

Wisconsin has a long tradition of fostering inquiry, of challenging or defend- 
ing the status quo through an open and enthusiastic debate. The way that alumni 
will have their views heard is through a vigorous program that expresses con- 
cern for the welfare of the University. It won't be accomplished by simply 
pointing an accusing finger at those who are reacting to the stresses of our 
contemporary world. 

The defense of an ideal is always a perilous undertaking. That is why we 
at Wisconsin are forever finding ourselves in a debate of one sort or another. 
This institution is one of the few remaining citadels of a truly democratic 
society. There are those who praise us for our nourishment of freedom and there | 
are those who damn our permissiveness. These reactions are all part and pur- : 
pose of the University. Has your voice been heard in this continuing debate? 
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“You Pick It, Reaction to the Madison contribu- 12 in pharmacy, and seven in en- 
We Picket” tion to the invasion of the South gineering. 

was mixed. There were those who “Postdoctoral appointees carry 

AS THE events surrounding the praised the students for taking an substantial responsibilities in many 
voter registration drive in Selma, active part in the demonstrations of the research programs at the Uni- 

Ala. attracted national attention and and then there were those who versity,” Dr. Alberty said. “A signif- 
concern, University of Wisconsin stu- scorned such involvement. This lat- icant number of our faculty has been 
dents and religious leaders became ter sentiment was made manifest yecruited from the postdoctoral 
engaged in the demonstrations con- when some students displayed a yanks, 
nected with the struggle. eueneigibe, - fies es “A postdoctoral collaborator often 

On Tuesday, March 16, three nion and heckled those boarding brings new techniques and new 
buses carrying more than 100 Wis- the buses. viewpoints to the University,” he 
consin students left the campus for And then there was the ad that  gaid. “He may do research in a field 
Montgomery, Ala. On the way, the appeared in the Daily Cardinal at somewhat different from that of his 
buses made a stop in Milwaukee to _ the end of the week: doctoral dissertation and thus open 
pick up additional passengers and up new opportunities for himself 
By the oe got is Chicago, MOBILE PICKET SERVICE while continuing to prepare for a 
they were advised to change course. “ , «ket? career in teaching and research.” 
Officials of the Student Non-Violent You Pick It, We Picket : 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) @ large or small crowds 
suggested that the Wisconsin stu- @ demonstrations and disturbances Law School Admission 
dents would be more effective if © Siler sions an Enslich| German unr | is Raised 
they concentrated their efforts on Yiddish 8 G LS : : AUBUGIEEEE) ANT 
Washington, D. C. St : # cee 

The buses rumbled across the ® big enough to accommodate Hee ea : small enough to discriminate quirements for the Law School winter landscape and on Wednes- havell pearl approved brihenniadl 
day, Wisconsin students joined a ® we have beards : PP 4 

ope « . ison campus faculty. 
group picketing in front of the White @ rates on request e . 
House. According to reports, the The purpose of these changes is 
Wisconsin group comprised approx- to help us select for our Law School 

imately one-third of the demon- Pi ostdoctoral Research ee best ints haa the 
trat i an th Pa study of law and the profession, 
ca Gamatse hele concen WW ISCONSIN is one of the lead- said Dean George H. Young. 

over quick passage of the voting ing institutions in the country The new requirements will apply 
rights legislation proposed to the {0r postdoctoral research, in terms to all students entering the Wiscon- 
Congress by President Johnson. of numbers participating in such sin Law School this fall and there- 

Meanwhile, a group of students PYOstams on the Madison campus. after. Applicants still will be 
and campus religious leaders— Dr. Robert A. Alberty, dean of required to take the admissions test 
among them: Rabbi Richard Wino- the Graduate School, has announced administered by the Educational 
grad, Hillel Foundation; James that there were 484 postdoctoral ap- Testing Service, Princeton, N.J. 

Sykes, University YMCA; and the ointments at the University in the A formal admissions committee 
Rev. Myron Teske, Lutheran Stu- period from July 1 to Oct. 31, 1964. will be set up to screen each ap- 
dent Center—took a plane to Mont- Of this number, 175 were in the plicant on the basis of scholastic 
gomery where they participated in Medical School, 135 in letters and record, undergraduate course of 
demonstrations taking part in that sciences, 94 in agriculture, 49 in the study, test scores, and aptitude for 
city. Enzyme Institute, 12 in education, law study. 
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Dean Young said the new require- ; 
ments will result in greater flexibility 
in admissions policies and bring Law ae 
School standards in line with recent — 
changes in admissions policies at << 
other leading law schools. Former 
requirements for admission to the = pee 
Wisconsin Law School called only 2 -. 
for a bachelor’s degree in letters, ee i! 
sciences, business administration, or 7 = 4 Ses 
engineering if the work included a — ae FS =) 7 i be | 

we « ste - — SF aS Oe ll SC" 
minimum of six credits in social Sa FC 1 
studies and a 2.5 (C-plus) under- é 7  —— Te 
graduate grade average. rE Otitis me XX ss 4 

Educational Research Grants a ee os os lUm 5 

WISCONSIN receives more < {oe ee 4 Co 

grants/under the federal Co- 5c 2 cso eiteal loner vehicles fer: Gxplorine: heraortate GE the mean wos demonenated ky 
operative Research Program than wisconsin student engineers during the triennial Engineering and Science Exposition held on 
any other institution of higher edu- the Madison campus, April 1-4. Jim Beckwith, project director for the Theta Tau professional 
cation in the United States. engineering fraternity is shown above with the exhibit that gave visitors a look at the latest 
This announcement, recently re- seine Seer poles eee meee ee a eee Hikes ee ene 

ith the r. rector o} 
leased by the U.S. Office of Edu- Laeetan or the University, and was Aue ETHGrs INGH-100. SaRIbITG Which’ weee EAelNde tn 

oa the seven-year period the 1965 Engineering and Science Exposition. 

Of 33 projects awarded federal 
support at the University, 32 were 
carried out on the Madison campus * 

and one in Milwaukee. “This is Art. ee 

strong testimony,” said Dean Lind: == gy lr 
ley J. Stiles of the University’s (4 9 tt 
School of Education at Madison, “to eo _,,,. a 4 

been assembled on our faculties at ~2 | —< >» te0/ ile 
the University of Wisconsin.” ey =— le fal 

He added that educational re- a Me a ll a ~ i 
search is vital to the state: “It con- oe ie | - Bie ———— A . he 
tributes both to the improvement of ek | ; cs yr cS | Pe 
our schools and to the betterment a BRN \ ie Ge a ae 
of our teacher preparation pro- fi q owe ~Se i 
grams.” ro hy 

The Cooperative Research .Pro- E a rE i 
gram of the U.S. Office of Educa- Ww pa iy 

tion was established to promote ie | Pr.  ) att 
educational research and develop- [igual ae Bie 
ment under terms of Public-Law §4 7 em ot) Ve. 
351. A few of the areas under study i ys Ag NM ay 
include: how children learn, the in- yl i fel 7 sa OE 
tellectual: and behavioral character- | ft ge Wert. aA e 
istics of creative youngsters, de- | eS oo 
velopment of new teaching ma- a. le 
terials, and special educational prob- | tes ; RRO 
lems. = Ba ms A in eis 

From July 1, 1956, when the pro- ae nc io eo = - 
gram was initiated, through June, — Emeritus President Edwin Broun Fred blows out the candles on his 77th birthday cake. Dr. and 
1963, 622 projects were approved Mrs. Fred (left) were the honored guests at a special party given by Pres. and Mrs. Fred 

and grants awarded to 143 colleges Harvey Harrington (right). Faculty members and associates of Dr. Fred were on hand to wish 
the University’s twelfth president, who served Wisconsin from 1945 to 1958, many happy 

and universities. fetus of- the day. 
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Student Symposium speakers review 

. the United States involvement in world affairs 

and the factors which are leading this country to a 

aa INET a backdrop that saw involved in an all-out war despite will become little more than a 
events happening with frighten- countless opportunities to do so.“We spectator sport. . . . Nothing will 

ing swiftness in South Vietnam and _ should not be without hope,” Reston scare the world more than if Amer- 
other trouble spots in the world as _ said. “I do not see this as a time of _ ica fails to solve her own problems.” 
well as in our own country, the 1965 despair, of dereliction.” Reston concluded by cautioning 
Wisconsin Student Symposium was Reston further pointed out that that we should not become too im- 
appropriately concerned with the “We have, under pressure, trans- pressed with the power we hold in 
topic, “Decision in Diplomacy.” formed our lives,” and the United shaping the course of world history. 

General chairman John F. Coburn States has taken on more interna- “It is fine to do God’s work, but 
III, in his introduction to this year’s _ tional responsibilities. America, as a should we really try to replace him?” 
Symposium, explained that “The result, has come through a genera- he asked. 
problems we face on the inter- tion of world leadership in good Involvement abroad particularly 
national scene and the role of order. hit home when Roger Hilsman, 
United States foreign policy in their Nevertheless, there have been in- former Assistant Secretary of State 
solution presents a basic and crucial _ stances of failure. “We pay attention for Far Eastern Affairs, discussed 
topic of current consideration in to danger spots in the world only “The Crisis in Southeast Asia.” Mr. 
academic circles. It is a topic which, when they reach the flash point,’ Hilsman emphasized that the cur- 
we feel, is of particular interest and often when it is too late to avoid rent problems in Southeast Asia 
relevance for students of this country misfortune. In our involvement in make sense only if they are viewed 
at the present time.” world affairs, we have had a difficult in a larger context which includes 

These remarks were further sup- time learning that “The devilish the strategic, economic, political, 
ported by events happening on the thing about foreign affairs is that and psychological importance of the 
campus: students demonstrated they are foreign,” and “we cannot area. 
over U.S. involvement in Vietnam; substitute our wishes for their The major factor affecting the sta- 
students went to the South to demon- _ habits.” bility of the area is, of course, the 
strate and to witness the civil rights Switching his perspective from presence of Communist China. The 
struggle taking place in Alabama; foreign to domestic affairs, Reston Chinese government, since Mao Tse 
and the programs for the Sym- noted that “The changes in our own ‘Tung did away with the Confucian 
posium itself were quickly sold out. country have placed great strains on family system, now has a political 

Keynote speaker for the Sym- our people.” For 20 years we have organization and, consequently, the 
posium was James Reston, associate been occupied by matters of foreign _ power to direct its national strength 
editor of the New York Times. As affairs; now we are talking about a toward the purpose of achieving 
keynoter, Reston felt that it was his “Great Society’ and a “War on foreign policy goals. 
duty to “keep things in perspective.” Poverty.” This development is espe- According to Hilsman, the current 
He did so by pointing out that, since cially significant because “Now we  Sino-Soviet dispute is the most sig- 
the end of World War II, none of have the possibility of putting power nificant international development 
the horrible things we thought might and _ philosophy together. . . . of our time. It is a dispute about 
occur to our “world have actually “We need to involve the nation power, organization of power, the 
come to pass. We have not become _ in these questions or, I fear, politics question of policy toward the “in- 
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between” world, and it is a dispute voice in world affairs and Hilsman the world in a country where we 
about grand strategy. This dispute feels that the new nationalism is a are now regarded as the heirs of 
will not be complete or rapid in its much more important development such former imperialist powers as 
solution. China and Russia will drift in the area in the long run than is England, the Netherlands, and 
apart and then come together as in- the influence of communism. Spain. The proper solution to the 
ternational events dictate. The According to Hilsman, our China problem, he feels, is to attempt to 
Cuban missile crisis and the Rus- policy has been colored by toomuch negotiate a neutralization  settle- 
sian’s back down in that crisis may emotion. Recognizing Red China ment. 
have been the turning point in de- won't accomplish anything, he feels, Mr. Thomas went on to preface 
ciding the Communist’s approach to and recommends a China policy that his remarks on the future of Ameri- 
nuclear confrontation. Where the is characterized by “firmness, flexi- can foreign policy with the declara- 
Russians will be moderate, the bility, and dispassion.” tion that he was “not here as a 
Chinese can be expected to demand wholesale critic of my country, nor, 
that the Communist Bloc go to high- "TE SOUTHEAST Asia situation indeed, as a praiser of communism.” 
risk nuclear policies. For that reason, was further reviewed by Norman He then stated that the United : 
the Russians are unwilling to let the Thomas, currently chairman of the States should “disengage itself | 
Chinese call the tune in South Post War World Council of the La- from definite commitments to | 
Vietnam. bor Research Institute, who spoke support any non-communist govern- : 

In dealing with this split, the on “The Direction and Future of ment.” This is not a form of neo- ; 
United States must recognize that American Foreign Policy.” isolationism because “We want to | 
its influence on Sino—Soviet policy Mr. Thomas opened his remarks _ participate in the society of nations,” 
is less direct and more indirect now _ with an informal appraisal of the sit- but “we cannot play policemen for 
that the split has become obvious. uation in Vietnam. Among his points, the entire world. . . . No one nation 

The second factor influencing de- he expressed the feeling that the. can play the role of God without 
velopments in Southeast Asia is a presence of American troops in having the power to do that cor- 
wave of new nationalism. Peoples in Vietnam is unwarranted because the _rupt it,” he said. 
the area want to stand up on their strife in that country is essentially Then what can we do? We have 
own, to be members of a nation. a civil war. America has never re- to accept co-existence. “We've got 
They want modernization, but it spected the conditions of the Ge- to work for general disarmament 
must be modernization in the form neva Convention of 1954 because it with enough international controls to 
of steel mills rather than TV sets. has sent arms and intervened in be effective.” We also have to help 
And they are looking for ways to the conflict more than the North carry on the world-wide war against 
modernize their primitive socie- Vietnamese have. Thomas also feels poverty as the proportionate gap be- 
ties—whether it be through com- that our involvement in the Vietnam tween the rich nations of the world 
munism, capitalism, or some third is an extraordinarily bad way to and the poor nations is widening, 
way. fight communism—engaged as we not diminishing. 

These new nations also want a are in a civil war, half-way around The conditions for peace, as Mr. 

James Reston Roger Hilsman Norman Thomas 
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aerTe 
| £F > . Thomas sees it, are: disengagement, munism; carrying on effective ideo- 
bef a i. disarmament, and the strengthening logical and cultural programs; es- 
a | of international controls. tablishing a dialog with the student 
eae a. The focus shifted to our own and intellectual community; and es- 

YY < ea _— hemisphere when Teodoro Moscoso, tablishing a trade policy in tune with 
sm former director of the Alliance for the principles of the Alliance for 

cf . Fd — Progress, reviewed “The United Progress. 
be ——= States and Latin America: Prospects 

ES §—_ Moscos0, who was bom in Spain ATI Vonid snare come arden se —aaee fF. and educated in Puerto Rico and at COME LAH fea 
tim f£ =. the University of Michigan, believes VIEW 85 G%. Ucartey Lamptey, irs ee lf fs that the real revolution is yet to secretary for political affairs of the 

YY 7 \ he es. come in most of Ibero-America, In Ghanaian embassy in Washington, 
f | most of the countries of South Amer- discussed American Policy ah Af 
z | , ee ica, there is the recurrent threat of Tica: The Image We Project. 
: im / Se violent revolution; but President Lamptey began his talk by stating 

— Kennedy, through the Alliance for that “Pan Africanism is the greatest 
sodore Moscose Progress, held out the promise of single force on the African Con- 

s : peaceful revolution. tinent today.” He then went on to 

ja ere boo : In encouraging this revolution, explain that the idea for this dy- 
@ | Moscoso feels that United States amic movement cane from out- 
(= >. — toughness will beget neither respect _ side the African continent and cited 
a : ‘ nor affection, only a drift toward the American Negro, William E. B. 
oe eT neutralism. Neither can the simple DuBois, who left this country to live 

ce 6 ” ry 6 injection of money into the Latin in Ghana, as the organizing force 
Oa > —— = ¢ American economy change the com- behind Pan Africanism. 

¥ ) : 2TH eo plexion of discontent, it must be a Lamptey believes that any under- 
i ’ se zB = comprehensive program over a long — standing of the Pan African move- 
4 y —S wy SS period. ment must be based on a study of 
- NS “Me Oe “We must actively foster and sup- the Federalist papers of the Amer- 
es S he O sos port those governments devoted to ican “revolutionaries” Jay, Hamilton, 
ve. |? =a the principles of the Alliance for and Madison. The doctrines ex- 
-) h6Uv x Progress,” he claims. We must move pressed in these documents have 
Pa 4 * ne ahead with basic reforms. The re- had a tremendous impact on the 
LNs : be sponse to these reforms will be evolution of Modern Africa. 
& \ . aes adequate only when the reforms in- So have events subsequent to the 
y ME dicate an appeal to the non-material October Revolution in the Soviet 
book. PAL 3 needs of development. Union. Lamptey indicated that the 

G. Odartey Lamptey We must find ways of “making impressive strides made by the Rus- 
some clear choices and expanding  sians in a short time have had a 

Talact Al-Ghousein the horizons of potentiality” of the profound influence on the peoples of 
underdeveloped Latin American Africa. He also noted that the 

5 countries. This often involves deal- Soviets have vigorously supported 
Feo ing with restive, independent- the African liberation movement. 
AE. minded men who are subject to Does this make Africans instruments 
ee rapid changes in attitude. of Soviet policy? “The answer to that 
ee In order to institute effective prog- question must be an emphatic ‘no!’ ” 
aK Cid ress in Latin America, Moscoso In evaluating the image that 

a believes that the United States has America projects to Africa, the 
SG to follow a pattern of development Ghanaian ambassador said that the 
ee “a politics. Some of the important as- advocates of Pan Africanism resent 
i al * pects of this policy are: giving con- the growing imperialism and the 
~~ * & vincing demonstrations of resistance racial intolerance demonstrated by 

aes to military power grabs; not always _ the United States. He explained that 
. , listening to the advice of our am- the American image in Africa was 

be bassadors, but adding a strong dash that of “a racist and aggressive na- 
WN of local thinking to policy formula- tion trying to order the world ac- 

tion; understanding the difference cording to its own particular tenets.” 
\ between nationalism and com- A contrasting view of the Middle



East —Arab and Israeli—was pre- world. Foreign aid is a part of our .—l—_, 
sented as Talaat Al-Ghoussein, total foreign affairs program and i »-~. 
Kuwait's ambassador to the U.S., should be employed in one of the - re _ ae 
and Avraham Harman, Israeli am- following ways: 1) where it is most a _ SS 
bassador to the U.S., gave their re- important to the United States; 2) fit gp 
spective assessment of conditions in where the need is greatest; and 3) oe eT —— 
their part of the world. where it will be most productive. OO i 

Ambassador Ghoussein said that Harvey feels that the measure of  .E.= 7 Ho 

“One of the most cherished goals of the success of our foreign aid pro- 8 eee 
Arab nationalism is Arab unity.” gram is not in the wealth it pro- _ Ci ee 
This “is based upon such objective duces, but in the encouragement of A ee 
realities as a common language, the people being helped to conduct ag ee, [ 

common cultural heritage, and a 4 dynamic economy. . = —_— ~~ 

common history.” When it is Ambassador Nehru feels that a _ SF 
achieved, “it will incorporate the foreign aid has a much more urgent gi lo 
area extending from the Atlantic to mission and that is to prevent the <a} a ~~ 
the Arabian Gulf and will include world from falling asunder. He > 
some 95 million Arabs throughout noted that the world today is be- pp 
North Africa and the Near East.” coming sharply divided between Bowler Harvey 
However, the creation of the State those nations that have and the na- 
of Israel has erected a block to Arab tions that have not. While we can- 
unity and “the overwhelming por- not dramatically lessen the gap that 
tion of the land now called ‘Israel’, exists between nations through for- Ne 
is still legitimately land owned by eign aid, we can remove the abso- / - 4 
individual Arabs;” and “undoubt- lute agony of poverty and get other | 
edly, the most tragic consequence of countries on the track. The function 8 ~~ 
the establishment of Israel on the of foreign aid, then, is to supply the 3 ° a 
soil of Palestine is the turning of missing factor of growth to econom- | jew. 
over one million Palestinian Arabs ically underprivileged countries. a = 
into refugees, fifty percent of whom The final speaker on the Sym- — — 
are still totally dependent upon the posium program, which extended wnat 
United Nations Relief Works over two weeks in February, was Y | 

Agency.” Thomas Ross, author of The U-2 ’ 

Ambassador Harman, on the other Affair and The Invisible Govern- 
hand, feels that Israel is an integral ™€"t- Mr. Ross, who reviewed the 1 
part of the Middle East. He sees activities of the CIA, stated that he ‘ ; 
the Arab-Israeli struggle as only a felt the concept of a massive, secret 

side issue in the area. The real con- i™telligence operation is contrary to 
cern should be the conquering of the principles on which this country 

disease and underdevelopment. W@8 founded. For that reason, we B. K. Nehru 
When the major economic problems have got to devise some method of 

of the area have been solved, there C*®rc1SiNg more control over the Thomas Ross 
will be peace. CIA before our country is allowed to 

drift into more situations like the 
current dilemma in South Vietnam. ae 

: Although he believes that the CIA ae 
SIGEING from specific trouble should not be prevented from con- & "I 

spots, the Symposium dialogue ducting secret operations, Ross feels “4 “a 

continued as Bartlett Harvey, pro- that Congress should take the issue % wa 
gram director for the Agency for in hand and devise some means for ey.) 
International Development, and creating a closer check on the ac- YS : A 

B. K. Nehru, Indian ambassador to _ tivities of the CIA. There should be { pl 

the United States, reviewed “The 4 growing understanding of the role a A 
Use and Purpose of Foreign Aid.” o¢ intelligence agencies in shaping P 

According to Mr. Harvey, the pur- our government's foreign policy. 2 
pose of foreign aid, which costs the This fifth annual Student Sym- 
United States more than $4 billion posium gave further testimony to the 
each year, is to serve vital American concern of today’s student with i 
interests in the growth of free, those events that are shaping the i 
democratic societies throughout the world he will eventually inherit.
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Is this truly an age of two distinct cultures—science on the one hand, the humani- 
ties on the other? Or is it an age when these sometimes conflicting aspects of man’s 
approach to his world are, in reality, coming closer together to form a revolutionary 
new perspective, allowing him to re-interpret his position in the universal scheme 
of things? In the following two articles (“The Plight of the Humanities” and “The 
Humanism of Science”) we hope to elicit a starting point for a contemporary eval- 
uation of the relationships between man, his society, the physical world, and the 
cosmos. No convenient solutions are apparent. Instead, the more man explores, the 
more he sits in open-mouthed wonder at the spectacularly expanding dimension of 
his experience. 
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wee AXwidst great 

ee material well-being, 

our culture stands in danger 

of losing its very soul.



ITH the greatest economic prosperity 

ever known by Man; 

With scientific accomplishments 

unparalleled in human history; 

With a technology whose machines and methods 

continually revolutionize our way of life: 

We are neglecting, and stand in serious danger of 

losing, our culture’s very soul. 
A This is the considered judgment of men and women 

at colleges and universities throughout the United 
ebilieahediten States—men and women whose life’s work it is to 
ae) a study our culture and its ‘‘soul.” They are scholars _ 

and teachers of the humanities: history, languages, 

literature, the arts, philosophy, the history and com- 

parison of law and religion. Their concern is Man 

and men—today, tomorrow, throughout history. 

Their scholarship and wisdom are devoted to assess- 

ing where we humans are, in relation to where we 

have come from—and where we may be going, in 

light of where we are and have been. 

Today, examining Western Man and men, many 

of them are profoundly troubled by what they see: 

an evident disregard, or at best a deep devaluation, 

of the things that refine and dignify and give meaning 

and heart to our humanity. 

H. Is IT NOW with us?” asks a group of 
distinguished historians. Their answer: ‘‘Without 

really intending it, we are on our way to becoming a 
dehumanized society.” 

A group of specialists in Asian studies, reaching 
essentially the same conclusion, offers an explanation: 

“Tt is a truism that we are a nation of activists, 

problem-solvers, inventors, would-be makers of bet- 

ter mousetraps. . . . The humanities in the age of 

super-science and super-technology have an increas- 

ingly difficult struggle for existence.” 

“‘Soberly,” reports a committee of the American 

Historical Association, ‘‘we must say that in Ameri- 

can society, for many generations past, the prevailing 

concern has been for the conquest of nature, the pro- 

duction of material goods, and the development of a 

viable system of democratic government. Hence we 

have stressed the sciences, the application of science 

through engineering, and the application of engineer- 

ing or quantitative methods to the economic and 

political problems of a prospering republic.”



The stress, the historians note, has become even competition. As science thrives, the humanities must 

more intense in recent years. Nuclear fission, the languish—and vice versa. 

Communist threat, the upheavals in Africa and Asia, 2) There are only so many physical facilities, so 

and the invasion of space have caused our concern much money, and so much research and teaching 

with ‘‘practical” things to be ‘enormously rein- equipment to go around. Science gets its at the ex- 

forced.” pense of the humanities. The humanities’ lot will be 

Says a blue-ribbon ‘“‘Commission on the Humani- improved only if the sciences’ lot is cut back. 

ties,” established as a result of the growing sense of To others, both in science and in the humanities, 

unease about the non-scientific aspects of human life: such assertions sound like nonsense. Our society, 

“The result has often been that our social, moral, they say, can well afford to give generous support to 

and aesthetic development lagged behind our material both science and the humanities. (Whether or not it 

advance. ... will, they admit, is another question.) 

“The state of the humanities today creates a crisis A committee advising the President of the United 

for national leadership.” States on the needs of science said in 1960: 

“*. | . We repudiate emphatically any notion that 

science research and scientific education are the only 

kinds of learning that matter to America. . . . Obvi- 

ously a high civilization must not limit its efforts to 

HE CRISIS, which extends into every home, science alone. Even in the interests of science itself, 

into every life, into every section of our society, is it is essential to give full value and support to the 

best observed in our colleges and universities. As other great branches of Man’s artistic, literary, and 

both mirrors and creators of our civilization’s atti- scholarly activity. The advancement of science must 

tudes, the colleges and universities not only reflect not be accomplished by the impoverishment of any- 

what is happening throughout society, but often thing else... .” 

indicate what is likely to come. The Commission on the Humanities has said: 

Today, on many campuses, science and engineering “Science is far more than a tool for adding to our 

are in the ascendancy. As if in consequence, important security and comfort. It embraces in its broadest 

parts of the humanities appear to be on the wane. sense all efforts to achieve valid and coherent views 

Scientists and engineers are likely to command the of reality; as such, it extends the boundaries of ex- 

best job offers, the best salaries. Scholars in the hu- perience and adds new dimensions to human char- 

manities are likely to receive lesser rewards. acter. If the interdependence of science and the hu- 

Scientists and engineers are likely to be given finan- manities were more generally understood, men would 

cial grants and contracts for their research—by govern- be more likely to become masters of their technology 

ment agencies, by foundations, by industry. Scholars and not its unthinking servants.” 

in the humanities are likely to look in vain for such None of which is to deny the existence of differ- 

support. ences between science and the humanities, some of 

Scientists and engineers are likely to find many of which are due to a lack of communication but others 

the best-qualified students clamoring to join their of which come from deep-seated misgivings that the 

ranks. Those in the humanities, more often than not, scholars in one vineyard may have about the work 

must watch helplessly as the talent goes next door. and philosophies of scholars in the other. Differences 

Scientists and engineers are likely to get new build- or no, however, there is little doubt that, if Americans 

ings, expensive equipment, well-stocked and up-to- should choose to give equal importance to both 

the-minute libraries. Scholars in the humanities, even science and the humanities, there are enough ma- 

allowing for their more modest requirements of phys- terial resources in the U.S. to endow both, amply. 

ical facilities, often wind up with second-best. 

Quite naturally, such conspicuous contrasts have 

created jealousies. And they have driven some persons 

in the humanities (and some in the sciences, as well) 

to these conclusions: HUS FAR, however, Americans have not so 

1) The sciences and the humanities are in mortal chosen. Our culture is the poorer for it.
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“Composite man, cross-section man, 
organization man, status-seeking man 
are not here. It is still one of the 
merits of the humanities that they see 
man with all his virtues and weak- 
nesses, including his first, middle, and 
last names.” 

DON CAMERON ALLEN



HY SHOULD an educated but practical 

American take the vitality of the 

humanities as his personal concern? 
: What possible reason is there for the 

business or professional man, say, to trouble himself 

with the present predicament of such esoteric fields 

as philosophy, exotic literatures, history, and art? 

In answer, some quote Hamlet: 

rN What is a man 
SPECIAL If his chief good and market of his time 

REPORT Be but to sleep and feed? a beast, no more. 

Others, concerned with the effects of science and 

technology upon the race, may cite Lewis Mumford: 

“*’. . It is now plain that only by restoring the 

human personality to the center of our scheme of 

thought can mechanization and automation be 

brought back into the services of life. Until this hap- 

pens in education, there is not a single advance in 

science, from the release of nuclear energy to the 

isolation of DNA in genetic inheritance, that may | 

not, because of our literally absent-minded automa- __ 

tion in applying it, bring on disastrous consequences 

to the human race.” 

Says Adlai Stevenson: 

“To survive this revolution [of science and tech- 

nology], education, not wealth and weapons, is our 

best hope—that largeness of vision and generosity of 

spirit which spring from contact with the best minds 

and treasures of our civilization.” 

‘|: COMMISSION on the Humanities cites five 

reasons, among others, why America’s need of the 

humanities is great: 

“1) All men require that a vision be held before 

them, an ideal toward which they may strive. Ameri- 

cans need such a vision today as never before in their 

history. It is both the dignity and the duty of hu- 

manists to offer their fellow-countrymen whatever 

understanding can be attained by fallible humanity 

of such enduring values as justice, freedom, virtue, 

beauty, and truth. Only thus do we join ourselves 

to the heritage of our nation and our human kind. 

“*2) Democracy demands wisdom of the average 

man. Without the exercise of wisdom free institutions



and personal liberty are inevitably imperiled. To scholars themselves (who are already convinced), is 

know the best that has been thought and said in anybody listening? Is anybody stirred enough to do 

former times can make us wiser than we otherwise something about ‘‘saving” the humanities before it 

might be, and in this respect the humanities are not is too late? 

merely our, but the world’s, best hope. ‘‘Assuming it considers the matter at all,’ says 

“3) . . . [Many men] find it hard to fathom the Dean George C. Branam, ‘‘the population as a whole 

motives of a’country which will spend billions on its sees [the death of the liberal arts tradition] only as 

outward defense and at the same time do little to the overdue departure of a pet dinosaur. 

maintain the creative and imaginative abilities of its “Tt is not uncommon for educated men, after 

own people. The arts have an unparalleled capability expressing their overwhelming belief in liberal educa- 

for crossing the national barriers imposed by language tion, to advocate sacrificing the meager portion found 

and contrasting customs. The recently increased in most curricula to get in more subjects related to 

American encouragement of the performing arts is the technical job training which is now the principal 

to be welcomed, and will be welcomed everywhere goal.... 

as a sign that Americans accept their cultural respon- “The respect they profess, however honestly they 

sibilities, especially if it serves to prompt a corre- proclaim it, is in the final analysis superficial and 

sponding increase in support for the visual and the false: they must squeeze in one more math course 

liberal arts. It is by way of the humanities that we for the engineer, one more course in comparative 

best come to understand cultures other than our own, anatomy for the pre-medical student, one more ac- 

and they best to understand ours. counting course for the business major. The business 3 

“4) World leadership of the kind which has come man does not have to know anything about a Bee- 

upon the United States cannot rest solely upon su- thoven symphony; the doctor doesn’t have to com- 

perior force, vast wealth, or preponderant technology. prehend a line of Shakespeare; the engineer will 

Only the elevation of its goals and the excellence of perform his job well enough without ever having 

its conduct entitle one nation to ask others to follow heard of Machiavelli. The unspoken assumption is 

its lead. These are things of the spirit. If we appear that the proper function of education is job training 

to discourage creativity, to demean the fanciful and and that alone.” 

the beautiful, to have no concern for man’s ultimate Job training, of course, is one thing the humanities 

destiny—if, in short, we ignore the humanities—then rarely provide, except for the handful of students 

both our goals and our efforts to attain them will be who will go on to become teachers of the humanities 

measured with suspicion. themselves. Rather, as a committee of schoolmen 

‘5) A novel and serious challenge to Americans has put it, ‘“‘they are fields of study which hold values 

is posed by the remarkable increase in their leisure for all human beings regardless of their abilities, 

time. The forty-hour week and the likelihood of a interests, or means of livelihood. These studies hold 

shorter one, the greater life-expectancy and the earlier such values for all men precisely because they are 

ages of retirement, have combined to make the bless- focused upon universal qualities rather than upon 

ing of leisure a source of personal and community specific and measurable ends. . . . [They] help man to 

concern. ‘What shall I do with my spare time’ all-too- find a purpose, endow him with the ability to criticize 

quickly becomes the question “Who am I? What shall intelligently and therefore to improve his own society, 

I make of my life?” When men and women find and establish for the individual his sense of identity 

nothing within themselves but emptiness they turn with other men both in his own country and in the 

to trivial and narcotic amusements, and the society world at large.” 

of which they are a part becomes socially delinquent 

and potentially unstable. The humanities are the im- 

memorial answer to man’s questioning and to his I 

need for self-expression; they are uniquely equipped 

to fill the ‘abyss of leisure.’ ” § THIS reason enough for educated Americans 

The arguments are persuasive. But, aside from the to give the humanities their urgently needed support?
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HE CRISIS in the humanities involves people, we — 
facilities, and money. The greatest of these, lr St - 
many believe, is money. With more funds, 4 —_ 
the other parts of the humanities’ problem ee _ 

would not be impossible to solve. Without more, . ae _ 

they may well be. p et x _.. 
More money would help attract more bright stu- bi / : a % ce —_— 

dents into the humanities. Today the lack of funds is E - a. — 
turning many of today’s most talented young people : — —— 
into more lucrative fields. “‘Students are no different — a 
from other people in that they can quickly observe = 
where the money is available, and draw the logical 

conclusion as to which activities their society con- 
siders important,” the Commission on the Humanities More money would stimulate travel and hence 
observes. A dean puts it bluntly: ‘‘The bright student, strengthen research. ‘“‘Even those of us who have 
as well as a white rat, knows a reward when he sees access to good libraries on our own campuses must 
one.” travel far afield for many materials essential to 

More money would strengthen college and uni- scholarship,” say members of the Modern Language 
versity faculties. In many areas, more faculty mem- Association. 
bers are needed urgently. The American Philosophical More money would finance the publication of long- 
Association, for example, reports: ‘‘. . . Teaching overdue collections of literary works. Collections of 
demands will increase enormously in the years im- Whitman, Hawthorne, and Melville, for example, 
mediately to come. The result is: (1) the quality of are “‘officially under way [but] face both scholarly 
humanistic teaching is now in serious danger of de- and financial problems.” The same is true of transla- 
teriorating; (2) qualified teachers are attracted to tions of foreign literature. Taking Russian authors as 
other endeavors; and (3) the progress of research and an example, the Modern Language Association notes: 
creative work within the humanistic disciplines falls “The major novels and other works of Turgenev, 
far behind that of the sciences.” Gogol, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and Chekhoy are readily 

More money would permit the establishment of available, but many of the translations are inferior 
new scholarships, fellowships, and loans to students. and most editions lack notes and adequate introduc-



fl j THUS PROFESSOR GAY WILSON ALLEN, one of the 
f | editors, describes the work on a complete edition 

’ OA eee ee ee A of the writings of Walt Whitman. Because of a 

i. lack of sufficient funds, many important literary 

4 projects are stalled in the United States. One in- 

2 o. ra wg dication of the state of affairs: the works of only 

3 Se 3 . . & % two American literary figures—Emily Dickinson 

ss » 4 5 -_ =- 4 and Sidney Lanier—are considered to have been 

2 collected in editions that need no major revisions. 

_—_—— ee ee 

_ torical Association says, ‘‘our historians too often 

Dae ~ Ae eanae have shown themselves timid and pedestrian in ap- 

ad ss proach, dull and unimaginative in their writing. Yet 

rere . these are vices that stem from public indifference.” 

 —K—M—E DS More money would enable some scholars, now en- 

lO gaged in ‘“‘applied” research in order to get funds, to 

— So © undertake “pure” research, where they might be far 

2 , = 4 more valuable to themselves and to society. An ex- 

Be VG * ample, from the field of linguistics: Money has been 

f), me we Z available in substantial quantities for research related 

Le : 2 to foreign-language teaching, to the development of 

language-translation machines, or to military com- 

munications. ‘“The results are predictable,” says a 

tions. . .. There are more than half a dozen transla- report of the Linguistics Society of America. “On 

tions of Crime and Punishment. . . . but there is no the one hand, the linguist is tempted into subterfuge— 

English edition of Dostoevsky’s critical articles, and dressing up a problem of basic research to make it 

none of his complete published letters. [Other] writers look like applied research. Or, on the other hand, he 

of outstanding importance. . . . have been treated is tempted into applied research for which he is not 

only in a desultory fashion.” really ready, because the basic research which must 

More money would enable historians to enter areas lie behind it has not yet been done.” 

now covered only adequately. “‘Additional, more More money would greatly stimulate work in 

substantial, or more immediate help,” historians say, archaeology. ‘‘The lessons of Man’s past are humbling 

is needed for studies of Asia, Russia, Central Europe, ones,” Professor William Foxwell Albright, one of 

the Middle East, and North Africa; for work in intel- the world’s leading Biblical archaeologists, has said. 

lectual history; for studying the history of our West- “They are also useful ones. For if anything is clear, 

ern tradition “‘with its roots in ancient, classical, it is that we cannot dismiss any part of our human 

Christian, and medieval history”; and for “renewed story as irrelevant to the future of mankind.” But, 

emphasis on the history of Western Europe and reports the Archaeological Institute of America, ‘‘the 

America.” ‘‘As modest in their talents as in their knowledge of valuable ancient remains is often per- 

public position,” a committee of the American His- manently lost to us for the lack of as little as $5,000.”



ORE MONEY: that is the great need. But where there were overt difficulties or where an oppor- 
where will it come from? tunity had opened for exceptional achievement,” the 

Science and technology, in America, report states. ‘“The humanities fit both categories, 
owe much of their present financial for the potential achievements are enormous while 

strength—and, hence, the means behind their spec- the troubles stemming from inadequate support are 
tacular accomplishments—to the Federal govern- comparably great. The problems are of nationwide 
ment. Since World War II, billions of dollars have scope and interest. Upon the humanities depend the 
flowed from Washington to the nation’s laboratories, national ethic and morality, the national aesthetic 
including those on many a college and university and beauty or the lack of it, the national use of our 
campus. environment and our material accomplishments. . . . 

The humanities have received relatively few such “The stakes are so high and the issues of such 
dollars, most of them earmarked for foreign language magnitude that the humanities must have substantial 
projects and area studies. One Congressional report help both from the Federal government and from 
showed that virtually all Federal grants for academic other sources.” 
facilities and equipment were spent for science; 87 The commission’s recommendation: “‘the establish- 
percent of Federal funds for graduate fellowships ment of a National Humanities Foundation to 
went to science and engineering; by far the bulk of parallel the National Science Foundation, which is so 
Federal support of faculty members (more than $60 successfully carrying out the public responsibilities 
million) went to science; and most of the Federal entrusted to it.” 
money for curriculum strengthening was spent on 

science. Of $1.126 billion in Federal funds for basic 

research in 1962, it was calculated that 66 percent 

went to the physical sciences, 29 percent to the life 
sciences, 3 percent to the psychological sciences, 2 UCH A PROPOSAL raises important questions 
percent to the social sciences, and 1 percent to ‘‘other”’ for Congress and for all Americans. 
fields. (The figures total 101 percent because fractions Is Federal aid, for example, truly necessary? Can- 
are rounded out.) not private sources, along with the states and mu- 

The funds—particularly those for research—were nicipalities which already support much of American 
appropriated on the basis of a clearcut quid pro quo: higher education, carry the burden? The advocates 
in return for its money, the government would get of Federal support point, in reply, to the present 
research results plainly contributing to the national state of the humanities. Apparently such sources of 
welfare, particularly health and defense. support, alone, have not been adequate. 

With a few exceptions, activities covered by the Will Federal aid lead inevitably to Federal control? 
humanities have not been considered by Congress to “There are those who think that the danger of 
contribute sufficiently to ‘‘the national welfare” to 
qualify for such Federal support. 

ce : I Until they want to, 
. 2 b d 92 

T Is on precisely this point—that the humanities at won t € done. 
are indeed essential to the national welfare—that 
persons and organizations active in the humanities BARNABY C. KEENEY (opposite page), university 

are now basing a strong appeal for Federal support. * president and scholar in the humanities, chairs 
The appeal is centered in a report of the Commis- the Commission on the Humanities, which has 

sion on the Humanities, produced by a group of dis- recommended the establishment of a Federally 
tinguished scholars and non-scholars under the chair- financed National Humanities ee Will 

manship of Bamaby C. Keeney, the president of ee 
Brown University, and endorsed by organization control teaching and scholarship in the humani- 
after organization of humanities specialists. ties, they will do it regardless of whether there is 

“Traditionally our government has entered areas Federal aid. Until they want to, it won’t be done.”
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Federal control is greater in the humanities and the Whether or not Washington does assume a role in 

arts than in the sciences, presumably because politics financing the humanities, through a National Hu- 

will bow to objective facts but not to values and manities Foundation or otherwise, this much is cer- 

taste,” acknowledges Frederick Burkhardt, president tain: the humanities, if they are to regain strength 
of the American Council of Learned Societies, one in this country, must have greater understanding, 

of the sponsors of the Commission on the Humanities backing, and support. More funds from private 

and an endorser of its recommendation. “‘The plain sources are a necessity, even if (perhaps especially if) 

fact is that there is always a danger of external con- Federal money becomes available. A diversity of 

trol or interference in education and research, on sources of funds can be the humanities’ best insurance 

both the Federal and local levels, in both the public against control by any one. 

and private sectors. The establishment of institutions Happily, the humanities are one sector of higher 

and procedures that reduce or eliminate such inter- education in which private gifts—even modest gifts— 

ference is one of the great achievements of the demo- can still achieve notable results. Few Americans are 

cratic system of government and way of life.” wealthy enough to endow a cyclotron, but there are 

Say the committeemen of the American Historical many who could, if they would, endow a research 

Association: “‘A government which gives no support fellowship or help build a library collection in the 

at all to humane values may be careless of its own humanities. 

destiny, but that government which gives too much 

support (and policy direction) may be more danger- 

ous still. Inescapably, we must somehow increase the 

prestige of the humanities and the flow of funds. At 

the same time, however grave this need, we must N BOTH public and private institutions, in both 

safeguard the independence, the originality, and the small colleges and large universities, the need is ur- 

freedom of expression of those individuals and those gent. Beyond the campuses, it affects every phase of 

groups and those institutions which are concerned the national life. 

with liberal learning.” This is the fateful question: 

Fearing a serious erosion of such independence, Do we Americans, amidst our material well-being, 

some persons in higher education flatly oppose Fed- have the wisdom, the vision, and the determination 

eral support, and refuse it when it is offered. to save our culture’s very soul? 

SL 
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The H f Sci 
: by James A. Larsen 

: 

opay small groups of scientists and scholars ment which has occurred in the more traditional po- | 
everywhere have embarked upon what is essen- _ litical, economic, and religious institutions. 
tially a new and exploratory venture in the realm Evidence is all around us that we live in a time bur- 

of the intellect—a joining of minds trained in the dis- | dened by revolutions of many kinds, including those 
ciplines of the sciences and the humanities. They have | wrought by science. In the midst of rapid change, 
come together to attempt a concerted effort at pierc- scientists and scholars have become concerned with the 
ing the conventional approaches to problems of mod- ultimate effect of the new ways of life, and perhaps 
ern civilization. more important, with whether the methods and know]l- 

It is their purpose to attempt the design of rational edge provided by science cannot be used more directly 
methods for tackling social, economic, political prob- to guide man’s developing civilization through what 
lems, and to construct an enduring scheme for making are essentially uncharted, and which certainly appear 
wise choices in the future development of man and his _ to be hazardous, waters. 
institutions. It is the general belief of these individuals that 

The work at the University of Wisconsin is under _ logical assessment of known possible courses of action 
way in a germinal organization named the UW Com- may provide better charts for the future than those 

mittee for Interdisciplinary Studies, one of a number devised, always more or less on the spur of the moment, 
of such groups which have sprung up throughout the to supply a provisional guide through one crisis or 
world which are devoted to a study of the broad po- another. 

litical, social, economic, psychological, artistic and lit- This is not to say that the tenets so devised are to 
erary dynamics of man; a study of mankind from the _ be considered final; it is the nature of science that new 
broadest of all possible approaches, in the hope that information brings change and revision in accepted 
here can be found a basis for insuring not only survival theory and interpretations of natural law. This funda- 
in a difficult time but also new fundamental tenets mental uncertainty is difficult for many individuals to 
upon which to base a moral, ethical, just civilization accept; there are no absolutes in man’s scientific view 
for the future. of nature. New knowledge that changes the viewpoint 

and perspective of a whole field of science is welcomed 

! ' with enthusiasm—while as profound a general change 
in social or economic views would only herald a period 

HE CAUusE for concern is that, within a century or __ of long and bloody revolution. 
less, science and its works have assumed a position of It has become apparent to many scientists and 

major importance in modern civilization; science has scholars that they can no longer, in good conscience, 

become a social institution, in the sense that it has be- __ restrict their scientific working attitude to their in- 

come capable of changing and molding ways of living _ dividual specialized fields. They must at least make | 

and thinking in as profound a manner as any develop- _an effort to demonstrate its advantages in all spheres : 

Pictured here are some of the members of the UW’s Committee for Interdisciplinary Studies who are engaged in a study of man from the 

broadest of all possible approaches. From left to right, the faculty members are: James L. McCamy, political science; Keith R. Symon, 

physics; David A, Baerreis, anthropology; John Rankin, medicine; and Reid A. Bryson, meteorology, who is chairman of the group. 
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where men attempt to adjust to one another and to the Still, even today, in a period when science has pro- 
environment. vided men with a much more detailed and intimate 

Moreover, no longer can scientists, in good con- knowledge of nature, matter, galaxies, and life, the 
science, say that the use of new and powerful methods question still hangs, with mysteries perhaps more pro- 
of attaining insights into difficult problems are of use | found than ever before. In the virtually ageless per- | 
only in physical sciences and not in economics and _ spective of geological time, the plight of mankind and 
politics, where the emotional voicing of widely diverse, of individual men has appeared to become less and less 

and seldom reconciled, opinions is acceptable as an __ significant, to have less and less meaning in a universe 
honest approach. that appears essentially indifferent to man’s fate. De- 

Finally, no longer can scientists in good conscience _SPite accumulation of knowledge, the universe appears 
say that research gives society new knowledge, but even vaster and more mysterious. 
that what society does with the knowledge is of no And now, today, there has appeared the somewhat 
concern to science. The same powerful intellectual strange probability that we are not alone. It is not that 
skills used to discover new knowledge can be tuned to nearby planets may be inhabited (They probably are 
study and charting of the courses which will most not), but that hundreds, or thousands, or millions of 

likely achieve for mankind a long and enduring voyage, _ Planets accidentally similar to ours, and found through- 
one as pleasant as possible, given the mysteries and out _ unbelievably distant reaches of space, must have 
restrictions that all living things apparently must en- __ life upon them, in forms which in many cases we prob- 
dure, and one in which a sense of spirited adventure, ably cannot even imagine. 
rather than grim acceptance of fate, can come to the We now know, too, that the ultimate science of nu- 

fore. clear matter, or of galaxies, cannot be dealt with in 

terms of ordinary sense perceptions—in the world of 
modern physics, much that is studied is invisible to the 
eye (even with the most powerful microscopes or tele- 

HE RATHER recent development of science into a scopes), time is not constant but variable (and even 

powerful force, as legitimately a social institution as _Teversible), the atom and its parts can be described 
any of the other recognized social institutions—polit- only by abstract mathematics (and bears little relation 
ical organizations, religious groups, economic tradi- to the models so often used to portray the atom), and 

tions—is established by the fact that never before have _ the outermost reaches of space are explored most ef- 
the sciences been so widely or profoundly influential fectively by means of measurements of radiation which 
as today. we can neither see nor feel but must detect with special 

More funds are available to support the research instruments! Untogs pave eotien = ee oe on 
f entific laboratories and institutions  22"Y Perceptual world in which we as ordinary mortals 

1 on unmet Ae . : be familiar and comfortable. 
than ever before. Some ninety percent of all the sci: “™ 
entists who have ever lived are alive today; useful 
knowledge accumulates at astonishing speed. New 
methods for doing things in industry, agriculture, med- S 

icine, and a hundred specialized fields, appear at an cieNtIFIC developments have created not only 
ever increasing rate—making life healthier, more pro- _ philosophical problems, they have created social, 
ductive, in a thousand ways easier and more enjoyable — economic, and political ones. The populations of na- 
for many millions of individuals. tions are beginning to burst the seams of the world. We 

What then can be disturbing about such progress? have weapons systems capable of wiping out a mil- 
It is simply that we do not know where it all is taking _lion souls in a fraction of an instant. Great massed popu- 
us, as individuals, as a people, as a civilization, as a lations require food, shelter, and medical attention. 
biological species. Even areas to stretch legs and eyes in open spaces are 

The questions are immense. What is the nature of now at a premium. The populations of underdeveloped 

life? What are we doing here? What is the ultimate | areas are awakening and demanding advantages of in- 
destiny of our species, our civilization, our planet, our _—_ dustrial _civilization—and_ national tempers flare. Un- 
universe? Ultimately, what part does life play—and, fortunately, today there are weapons to match the 
of course, human life in particular—in the great uni- enormity of these populations. Thoughtful and prudent 
versal scheme of things? men everywhere can only hope that the will and the 

Looking at the matter boldly, we might point out | way do not coincide at any particular moment, until 
that these are things that the human race has never at least a measure of rational control over atomic weap- 

known, although at times all of the great civilizations onry is achieved. 
have had their own favored explanations. Despite fun- The urgency of the problem has become immediate, 
damental uncertainty, men have managed to survive desperate, and apparent to all. Yet, international be- 
perplexity and doubt and make some measure of pro- havior appears unresponsive and unrelated to tradi- 
gress—perhaps most startlingly in the most recent four tional values based on dignity and worth of human life. 
or five decades. This is perhaps the result of all-too-human lack of 
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sympathy for the beliefs, economics, politics, and prob- But on the more subjective, emotional, and im- 
lems of peoples remote in language, religion, habit, and mediate levels of human existence, it seems apparent 
custom. Thus, a broad basis for cooperation on a hu- _ that science and scholarship can provide working charts 
manity-wide scale is lacking. for progress more effectively than traditional methods— 

From the point of view of many scientists and schol- _ if given a chance. Attaining general acceptance of this 
ars, the problems created by science can be—and must view, however, is another matter. 
be—solved by science, or at least by individuals em- It is an established view of literary history that 
ploying scientific knowledge and using its techniques, writers and artists of an age portray in literature and 
so effective for obtaining objective knowledge. This, art the spirit and problems of that age. It is perhaps of 
however, calls for replacement of many accepted and __ considerable importance that there has arisen no gen- 
traditional ways of doing things—many of which, how- eral literature of the Age~ of Science. It has been 
ever cherished, are merely repetitively clumsy, short- said that this should not be called the scientific age— 
range, stop-gap measures, devised to steer an economy, because the scientific viewpoint has not yet permeated 
a people, a political system, or a country safely through the arts, literature, and philosophy, or the general out- 
just one more crisis. look of most individuals making up the vast world popu- 

Bringing order into political and social relationships lations. 
is a task requiring the same kind of insight and study— Actually, the arts and literature have seemed to draw 
and using the same techniques of objectivity and away from and oppose science, rather than draw upon 
logic—that would be devoted to problems of nuclear, it for comprehension, inspiration, and subject matter 
biochemical, or psychological research by skilled in- useful in portrayal of the life of the age. Through some 
veneers employing the tools of modern science. accident of history or traditional education, writers and 

A leader in the development of this view recently artists have not absorbed sufficient science to appreciate 
pointed out that the great failures—and the great suc- _ the beauties or poetic opportunities provided by sci- 
cesses—in human history can often be explained on the entific insight into nature and life. Yet it is precisely 
basis of prior investigation of facts. How many wars these individuals upon whom most people depend for 
have been started—and lost—by generals convinced appreciation and knowledge of the life around them, of 
that their foe would not fight back or, if he did, would _—_ problems and perplexities of the age in which they 
never find powerful allies? On the other hand, the U.S. live, as well as for the sense of adventure that insight 
Constitution is a prime example of the kind of and beauty affords. One is reminded of an early essay 
social and political doctrine that can be devised with — by C. P. Snow, in which he predicts that, eventually, 
an exercise of intellectual research and creativity. the most surprising development to occur within the 

The basic requirement is a general acceptance of great research centers of the world will be the con- 
techniques of science and scholarship as valuable aids current flourishing of the arts and literature. It appears 
in solving human problems, in much the same way as, that whatever can be done to encourage the early ap- 
for example, they have been employed in eliminating pearance of a new germinal development in art, litera- 
the problems posed in the past by plague or the need _— ture, and philosophy, along lines somewhat more 
for increased agricultural and industrial production. sympathetic to science than have been apparent in the 

past, should be undertaken. 

a THE PROMISE and potentialities of science | 
pose a dramatic need for a new outlook. At the heart T 1s often noted that the physical sciences have 
of the scientific advances of the past century are con- __ greatly increased man’s understanding of natural events 
cepts of breathtaking scope and imagination. and his abilities to control nature and the environment 

Perhaps first of all in fascination is the awesome in which he lives. It appears that an equally useful— 
spectacle of the universe, complex and intricate and probably critically essential—supply of scientific infor- 
marvelously mysterious in its many and varied mani- mation concerning dynamics of social, economic, and 
festations, from the smallest known nuclear particles political institutions must now be accumulated, so that 
to the farthest reaches of interstellar space, beyond science can be used to promote more generally humane 
which lies we know not what. Modern science is ac- goals rather than for increasing the hazards of promot- 
cused of overspecialization, but behind every specialty ing the goals created by traditional rivalries. 
lies the vision of its place in the whole scheme of know]- Much evidence exists that the method is an effective 
edge. As riddles are solved in each facet of science, they | one; yet the approach has not attained widespread 
merge with knowledge of the whole, and new myster- acceptance. It is the purpose, and hope, of such groups 
ies—ever more fascinating—replace the old. as the Committee on Interdisciplinary Studies, that z 

It is this vision—and the experience of discovery— such an approach be given more widespread support, 
that provides science’s inner inspiration; the developing so _ that man’s great storehouse of knowledge can be 
perimeters of knowledge give an exciting insight into better employed for the benefit of civilization, not for 
man’s progress through concentric barriers of the un- increasing the hazards now so implicitly a part of 
known. modern life. 
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which was good for an eighth place a7 ; 

finish. At the conclusion of the sea- S \ 
son, senior guard Jim Bohen was _~ ’ 
named honorary captain and most . QA) \ 
valuable player by his teammates. \ ¥ \ 
Bohen and another senior guard, : Vp 
Chuck Aslakson, are the only play- N : | ; \ 

ers who will be lost from coach ae 
John Erickson’s squad through \ | \ ; \ 
graduation. a 

For the first time in 55 years, the \ i | \ 
University of Wisconsin was host to J ; ) 
the Big Ten swimming meet this \ é \ 
year as the competition was held in ‘ | : | \ 
the new Natatorium on the western \ 

end of the campus. Indiana and \ x 

Michigan, each with Olympic swim- 
mers on their rosters, dominated the S % 

meet and finished one-two in the 
final standings. The Badger swim- \ $65 
mers, who had a 64 season record, \ ‘ 
finished sixth in the meet standings. e 

Coach Archie Simonsen’s fencers . \ 

acne ans back eae last year's | ( outstanding for warm weather wear 
rebuilding season with a winnin: \ N 
Tee C Gal’ The Biose apasdenen —| a OUR EXCLUSIVE LIGHTWEIGHT SUIT , 
Psa in a ae place - with | Q OF BLENDED DACRON® AND WORSTED A 

io State as Illinois won the con- . 

ference championship. \ Here is a cool, lightweight suit that combines the \ 
_ The Wisconsin ice hockey team, soft hand and smartly tailored appearance of 
in its second season of renewed com- \ : & i 
petition under coach John Riley, \ worsted with the wrinkle-resistance and wear of \ 

again boasted a winning year with Dacron®polyester...and, most surprising, it’s wash- e 

& C 2 po cee ‘ \ able. It is made on our 3-button model in navy, \ 
m other sports fronts, coac’ ‘ 3 ; 

George Martin’s wrestlers grunted \ medium or oxford grey, blue-olive, medium brown \ 

through an 11-6-1 season and or slate blue (or putty—with patch pockets and 
picked up their eighth consecutive \ = \ Wiscousit’ Stato Collegiate ‘Tile. . welted edges for more casual wear), and grey, \ 

However, when it came to the Big C grey-olive or blue-grey Glenurquhart plaids. Coat 

ea meet, the ee foe a ‘ and trousers. Samples swatches sent upon request. \ 
cauliflower ears pinned back as they ; 

wound up in a tie for ninth place. \ * ‘ 
Highest Wisconsin finisher was 3 
sophomore Al Sievertsen who came \ 
in second in the 137-pound class. N 

Wisconsin’s gymnastic’s team, led \ ESTABLISHED 1818 

by senior Fred Roethlisberger, was \ ’ 
fourth in conference competition. C 
The Badgers closed out the season N 14), 4 p { pitbepy \ 
with an 11-3 record. Roethlisberger ‘ 
was second in the all-around Big \ Se \ 
Ten competition while Bill Hoff \ C@GLOTHING N 

came in second in still rings. Under \ ; a china & t 
coach George Bauer, the gymnasts \ Mens ¢ Boys Furnishings, Hats « Shoes \ 
have established a 33-10 record over N 74 E. MADISON, NR. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 60602 e 

the past ey eal ipies of the 8 NEW YORK « BOSTON « PITTSBURGH * LOS ANGELES * SAN FRANCISCO 8 
most successful records in Wisconsin 
gymnastics history. \ . 

\ .



food industry. Methods of agricul: THE ART OF THE BOOK RE- 

ture and food preservation are VIEW by Prof. Ralph Alan Mc- 
Badger Bookshelf traced from ancient times, through Canse, UW Extension Division, 
sont @ the Roman era, and into the Middle Madison, Wis. ($2) 

Ages. Early American hardships are Designed for the discerning 
E : SEROUS bt a ee depicted, including the overwhelm- reader, even for the seasoned book 

: y Ma . Blac ; ing difficulties of trying to grow and Teviewer, this book provides a guide 
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Englewood reserve the precious food. This ‘or all possible aspects of criticism. 
Cliffs, N. J. ($4.95) PI P S008) aa i 

book is fascinating reading for every- Further, the book avowedly ad- 
This book acquaints the reader one who wonders at the urritrat ce Cy to Hoo of all art 

& ; : z : and, as t t i 
Mii ey oe, this complex industry. It explores ove for eae i 

ion, and administration of speech the food industry’s unique contribu- adi iobreie val ae 
correction programs in the schools. 4... of the United States and assessment of the values inher- 
Emphasis is placed on the many oF Ehe Knited’ states economy, ing in, any appraisal of human 
resources to be found within the ™2king us the best-fed people in the experience which is interpretive and 

school and the surrounding com- World. constructive. 
munities. The extensive bibliog-§©§£3————@@—@—@—@—@—@—@—$ANANNN 
raphy includes materials taken 5 
from many branches of child study Alumni News 
and offers innumerable sourcs fr —===_—— 
aes os ee pes 1900-1910 Ivan H. (Cy) Peterman ’22, former war 

: > rts, 4 eh s correspondent, is having a new book pub- 
tables, and photographs help the Emil Breitkreutz (05 is considered the ji.64,'A Century. of Loyally & Service, : " : finest long jump official in the world, ac- he x Pes 
reader in his understanding of an cording to a Los Angeles Times sports ‘@ Centennial History of the Union 
effective speech program. wilter. He's called on regularly to jadgs  Loeete te result afi a) four year wmder- 

international meets in New York and taking. a pony ae ee sad 
Philad J hia. senna we ie Dattle 0: 1e ulge re- 

CUTTING COSTS THROUGH ‘4. Walter Seiler °07, chairman of the mion held in New York. Peterman makes 
EFFECTIVE USE OF TEMPO- board of the Cramer-Krasselt Co, ad- iy home im Upper Darby, Fae 

ee ‘ Z 5 m- 
RARY AND PART TIME HELP Rene firm, wee selected to aes gineering, Marquette University, has just hi telner Lo Winter (35. National distinguished service award from the Wis- blished : ih 
y. . ts 2 consin Alumni Club of Milwaukee in PUD JSHe: ee porceteu Papen: 
Foreman’s Institute, New London, February. titled “Umbilics on Hyperellipsoids in 
Conn. ($4.95) : Four Dimensions.” It appears in the Bul- 

1911-1920 letin: de la Société Mathématique de 

This book is the first comprehen- ‘Kei; Malbolin. K. |WWhyib "12. Was se: aaa Vol. 16, part 3 1964. 
sive, detailed study ever published jected by the Wisconsin Alumni Club of tie Chee oo ae ey oe 
on the subject. Author Winter, presi- Milwaukee to receive one of the two dis- manager of Baron’s Department Store Tea 
dent of Manpower Inc., world’s larg- _ tinguished service awards issued by the Room in Madison. 
est temporary help service, cites the ones He ees ee Carrie Rasmussen “25 is the author 

relative advantages of an employer {5 be constructed on Hie. Madison cam- of age eeores ay Hie Marchi issue 
using a temporary help service as _ pus. Howard Koehn 26, of the Janesville 
opposed to hiring temporary help Dr. Mynie G. Peterman "18, leader in Wis, Gazette editorial department, was 
directly. He points out how effective a pediatrics for ie years, an recently elected president of the Gazette— 

utilization of the temporary work it Me prbae practic go beenme «med WEG 25'feer Cab 
force is a direct method of main- the Food and Drug Administration. tes BSE. armed (te ee * calles 
taining the permanent work force Emeritus Prof. Harry Samuel Belman Board of Regents by Gov. Warren 
at a more economical level. Mr. ‘19, formerly of Purdue University, has Knowles. Kopp is also director of the Grant 

Winter conducted exhaustive studies Ee ee aes County Building and Loan Assn. and a 

and surveys and compiled numerous Education, School of Education, Univer- ae or at 
case histories to come up with the _ sity of California at Berkeley. ChadetE: Nelson, Jr. ’27, president of 
most complete and accurate refer- ma and Mrs. Fredric March ’20 left the Waukesha Motor Co., has been ap- 
ence material currently available. New York City March 25 for an extensive pointed vice-chairman of a $1,500,000 

ser out o the Ms eee ae capital campaign to expand Waukesha 
sored by the Department of State, Wash- Memorial Hospital. Kneeland A. Godfi THE LIFELINE OF AMERICA: ington, DC. a6 (let Caove, fue Goon aimed cha 

evelopment of the Food Industry man of the special gifts area division of 
by Edward C. Hampe, Jr., *41 and 1921-1930 ; ; the campaign. He is a member of the law 

Menlo Wessenbete, McCrae Me, Hees We 30 Gas, es Bares, Dovey Deve 
Book Co., New York ($6.95). where Mr. Tyford was editor of the E. G. (Ty) Dahlgren ’29, professional 

3 oe : Evening Times, are now Miami residents. engineer and oil and gas consultant, is a 
Here is the astonishing history de- He is serving as public information officer free lance writer with offices in the Lib- 

scribing the development of today’s for the Cuban Refugee program in Florida. erty Bank Building, Oklahoma City. 
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ae es furniture in the Gregor and Leopold lines. 

[_ fi - P= ~— : plaque a ee he soar identi- Your lucky mascot, 

— Ll mS COCOCSyingg'‘tthe: gift from the Class of 1930, | 

TEC i—>Xcnko said. Bucky Badger | 
os 4 On Saturday morning, May 15th, a 

_ = . a special bus tour of the campus will be 
yo . & _ ___ held permitting the returning grads to see ‘ 

ow a | the extensive development and improve- . 

oe ol ments that have been made on the cam- 2 yp ee, 

; ee) 7 e fa?  ~_sopus in recent years. Rm 7S] 
Se - -— = 

6hUmltC y . 

wa | =) 1931-1940 ‘ 

Be ne The Rev. Richard Paul Graebel 31, < 
¢ 2 2 The First Presbyterian Church, Spring- 4 
_ a 3 field, Ill, was granted the honorary de- 

P gree of Doctor of Literature by Lincoln : 

oe College in February. He is also the re- -b 44 & 

4 cipient of honorary degrees from Illinois oy 

2 College and Parsons College. Co 

4 Louise C. Marston ’31, Wisconsin State es oe 

, | Journal society editor, went on a 15-day ar f,. 

| 4 Caribbean cruise in late February. i 

3 Dr. Melvin W. Stuessy ’34, Brodhead, DP os 

ome or ee ee Wis., has been elected president and chief tit a a 

president of ilinois Bel FTolsphone €otmany. cae Pe Cee Sere 2 
In addition to assisting the president in a Dr. Helen L Daven, 34 is coordinator DS _ 

variety of administrative responsibilities, he Of family life education at the Dane fe I 
will continue to serve as a member of the County Mental Health Bureau, Madison. ee eA 

executive committee of the board of directors. Anthony G. DeLorenzo ’36, president Fe 

He had been vice president-operations end of public relations for General Motors th 
a member of the board since 1956. Stair is | Corp. and WAA first vice-president, was CF . 
vice president of the Chicago Boys Club and honored on February 16 for his leader- a : 
a member of the board of the Children’s ship role in raising more than $25,000 for C \. 
Memorial Hospital. He is also on the boards the “Excursions in Music” program spon- a ‘ 

of the Chicago Association of Commerce and sored by Detroit Adventure. The money f bs 

Industry, the Taxpayers’ Federation of Illinois raised by DeLorenzo will be used to pre- . 
and the First National Bank of Highland Park. sent 75 free concerts by members of the 

city’s famed symphony orchestra at pub- 
lic and parochial schools in the culturally : 

—————  ———_ deprived areas of Detroit. 

Dr. Harry D. Wolfe ’36, marketing pro- 
3 3 ‘ . fessor in the UW School of Commerce, has 

Merlin Cc. Benninger “30, Madison, has been elected a director of Bergstrom 
been appointed deputy banking commis- Paper Co., Neenah. 

ee apy ine Sta of Wisconsin commis- Philip S. Davy ’37, president of Davy Bucky Badger is five inches tall, with 

het Clues Gf 1930. Has planned gala Engineering Co., La Crosse, was named a cardinal sweater and white trousers 

reunion activities for their 35th Class Re- Engineer of the Year” by the Western —and a wicked gleam in his eye. 
anitwechedbled tobe held at tie Madison Chapter, Wisconsin Society of Professional Made of hard rubber and as hard to 

Club on May 14th & 15th, 1965, according Engineers at their annual banquet in crack as the Wisconsin varsity line. 

to Edward J. Konkol, Madison, class presi- February. 
dent. The General Reunion Committee un- Mr. and Mrs. Gerald A. Bartell 37 have Just what the doctor ordered for your 
der the able chairmanship of M. Lee accepted an appointment as co-chairmen desk, mantel or recreation room. Get 
O’Brien has held several meetings and Of National Library Week in Wisconsin, one for that son or daughter dream- 
has developed a most interesting and be observed the week of April 25. Bar- . es 

ov" i sting : . ‘ ing about following in your footsteps 
entertaining program which will be ar- tell is publisher and board chairman of somed f - 

ranged under the co-chairmanship of Mrs. Macfadden-Bartell Corp., a publishing Bee fae Sy et er campus. 

Wilbur Renk, Sun Prairie and Mrs. Lowell and broadcasting firm with headquarters Everybody likes Bucky Badger, so 

Thronson, Madison. in New York City. He resides in Madison. order yours today. 

The reunion exercises will open with Donald E. Hirsch ’38 has been named 

registration at the Madison Club at 4:00 assistant_managing director of the Farm $2 
P.M. on Friday, May 4th, followed by Bureau Trade Development Corp., an or- 

a social hour, reunion banquet and a ganization which promotes the sale of Wisconsin Alumni Association 
special evening of entertainment. agricultural commodities in the U.S. and 770 Langdon St., Madison 6 

The class has voted to furnish a room in _ abroad with offices in Chicago. ‘ 

the new Wisconsin Alumni Building to be Paul A. Christenson ’38, a vice president Please send me —--—— Bucky Badgers at $2 
constructed near Lake Mendota on Lake of Square D Co., Milwaukee, and man- ec le crtec ecclaced 
Street in the near future. Dr. Anthony ager of the company’s Industrial Controller 

“Tony” Curreri is chairman of the Me- Division, has been elected to the: firm’s OG 3 

morial Gift Committee and additional board of directors. Address | 
funds are being solicited to make the gift Alfred J. Meyer ’38 has requested to OT 
reasonably substantial in the purchase of return to teaching duties at Middleton City _______________ Zone __ State ____ 
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placed no lower than second in the MIAC  — ogg 
and won the championship four years. : | a tT ae 

G. H. Bakke *39, Menomonie, Wis., has 7 Ub Mo 
been elevated to the post of chairman of Ly gem a | r oe 

_ 9 the State Highway Commission by Gov. | ; Wy i 4, 

— Dr. James Russell *40 plays an active Gog a a a 
Gg role in the Fort Atkinson, Wis. athletic | (| | Sia ~ @Z 
8 program and was honored at a sports ban- =f fa > 4 

Se quet in March for his contribution. He @ | | ig oe 
4 . has been the high school’s team physician, 

sa without pay, for the past 18 years, serves | Va 
~_— J on the school board, and is an avid fan of L 
- -— all sports events. Besides being team Fe. 
a physician at Whitewater State University, (| Pe 

: he as well as a professor at that institution, . a 
‘ teaching anatomy and first aid, he’s the p il 

7 father of six children, including five boys —— 
y who are all active in sports. is 
se 

y 1941-1945 : nia 
a Z : A $126.50 check, representing the first 1964 
a en pms oe royalties on his book, Year-Round Education, 
_ 4 ided in the Hacue area of the Nethen, i Presented by Prof. Clarence A. Schoenfeld 
2 ae an ce aha Mr. Tausche ‘47 Mleft) to Dr. Lindley J. Stiles, dean of the . ‘ ata : Richard J. Davis ’39 has been appointed vice js manager for Europe of the Insurance Wea School of Fees The money was 

presideni—public relations for the Douglas Air- Company of North America. They have °armarked for the school’s Trophy for Teach- 
craft Company, Santa Monica, Calif. Davis four children, ranging in age from 16 28 ene See ees last_year se encourage 
joined Douglas in 1958 as its public relations on down to seven, three of whom are ¢*cellence in teaching. Prof. S¢ eles 
representative in Washington, D.C., after 18 bilingual because of their being educated ones Satter of the Wisconsin’ Alumnus, Is years with Newsweek Magazine where he was in Dutch schools. cae too) to the chancellor, Center system, and 

chief Pentagon correspondent and assistant Carl F. Miller ’41 has been appointed associate director of Summer Sessions. 
manager of the Washington Bureau. In 1960, to head sales to the federal government S Baas 
he was appointed director of corporate public for Dumore Co., Racine, Wis. a college professor's responsibilities ex- 
relations for Douglas. Mrs. Henry G, Clarenbach ’41 (Kathryn tend far beyond the classroom. The na- 

Frederick), director, university education tionally recognized expert on economics 
Tene A Tet = SPECS TAS Of women. 4t the UW. attended a’ meet- serves as teacher, graduate student ad- 

High School after serving as principal jing at the White House in February at Visor, researcher, and advisor of numerous 
there for 27 years. the invitation of the First Lady. She was 80vernmental agencies. A 

Walter J. Cole 38, former deputy at- invited to hear Sargent Shriver discuss Mrs. Willard Warzyn "42 (Jeanne Car- 
torney general of Wisconsin, has been ap- “Project Headstart,” a new program whose ‘Oll) played her graduate organ recital 
pointed to the Public Service Commission goal is to rescue this country’s dis- i Music Hall on Sunday, Feb. 7, as part by Gov. Knowles. advantaged children. of her final requirements towards a masters 

Norman Olson ’38 is head basketball Recently featured in the State Journal degree in music. She has been attending 
coach at University of Minnesota, Duluth. “Know Your Madisonian” column, Prof. ok oe nah oe au years 
In the last nine years his teams have Robert J. Lampman *42 proves daily that Robert G. Lewis 42 has been named 

ee NEA dninistrator Of thes Uo mA guculturcrDes 
partment’s new rural community develop- 
ment service. Before going to Washington 

Om HANDICAPPING five years ago, he resided in Pigeon Falls, 
EE Wis. 

YOUR KIDS? Dr. Donald R. Lewis ’42 of the Shell 
P Development Co., Houston, Tex., has been 

ee . elected by the American Chemical So- 
ee ; Child ren toda yane Si d ed val ciety’s Southeastern Texas Section to repre- 

_ | 24 - opportunity for education In our sent the section on the Society’s national 
1 -3 . pm. competitive world. Life insurance coun cide pe ue 

ew ae , . . 1 \° rille Jr. as been ap- 
Oy a > makes that opportunity certain. pointed vice president, automatic lathe 
4 je division, for Gisholt Machine Co., Madison. 
Nt ; oo call or write: The Ansul Company, Marinette, Wis., 
yo a an . has announced the appointment of Mer- 
a {= y ” John T. Collentine '43, Special Agent ritt R. Bauman 44 as director, research 
Ogee 401 Wisconsin Avenue and applied sciences. . . 4 , Madi Joseph E. Ludden ’44 is vice president, 

wd oo 8 Seen administrative agencies, safety and counsel 
La 4 Tel: 257-1401 for Gateway Transportation Co., La 

E a Crosse. He joined Gateway in 1948 and 
has been a director for ten years. The NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE Aesurance Company Pacl MC Ioiee 5, Cabe Cy Wades 

“BECAUSE THERE 1S A DIFFERENCE” been appointed to the State Commission 
for Academic Facilities. He operates a 
creamery with his brother. 
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1946-1950 Graw, Haber aad Brown at 241 Wiscon- 1958 
sin Ave., W: ha, Wis. s 

Frank William Miller “46, James Carr” J, Williams Hoff ’52 has been trans. _ D* Lamy L. Smith has begun a vet- 
Professor of Criminal Jurisprudence in the ferred to the Chicago office of Whiting— erinary practice in Lodi, Wis. 

Washington University School of Law, re- Plover Paper Co., where he will be re- John G. Schienle, Racine real estate 
ceived a faculty citation at Founders Day sponsible for accounts in the greater man, was named “Outstanding Young 

ceremonies in February. Chicago area as well as the Southeastern Man of the Year” by the city’s Junior 

Col. Robert J. Jones ’48, survivor of the _ states. He had resided in Stevens Point, Chamber of Commerce recently. 

Bataan death march of W.W. II, now is home office of the company. oe Wayne = . Tyler has been as- 

serving with the U.S. Air Force in Viet Mr. and Mrs. Byron H. (Tony) Stebbins signed un Laon Air Base, France, for duty 

Nam. He is commander, 37th Air Base ‘754 (Mary Osgood ’57), Pittsburgh, Pa., as an aircraft maintenance analysis officer. 

Group, Long Van Air Base, Nha Trang, announce the birth of their third daughter, 

with additional duty of area coordinator Lynn, on March 3. 1959 

for U.S. forces in Nha Trang area. His Mr. and Mrs. David S. Karan (Myrna 3 : 

family, including six children, lives in Delson ’55) announce the birth of their aM rae Donlin, formerly of Belle- 

Bellevue, Neb. while he is in the Far first child, Kenneth Bart, born Nov. 2. oi ad del feats Va associated at fthae 

East. Richard Rott 55, Wonewoc, Wis., has vee leleben’s law office in Park Falls, 

Raymond Hahn 49, assistant superin- joined the pharmacy staff of Stuelke Drug . - 

tendent of public works for West Allis, Store and the Dells. Clinic Pharmacy, Wis- Poem gh atta Nip Stee tog a a 

Wis., has been appointed superintendent COnSIn Dells. the laboratory technological department at 

and will take over that post on May 1. Shell Chemical Company’s plant at 

de ue F. as *49 Zs a ee in Martinez, Calif. 

e ams, illiams, an eyer law Mrs. David S. Wiley (Marylee Crofts) 

firm at Oshkosh and is secretary of busi- was a guest of Hanover College in March s 2 ge in Marc 

ness concerns in Oshkosh and in Germany. CAMP FORSYTE to participate in an institute on Middle 

Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Hendrickson Westfield, Wi H Africa. She and her husband served from 

°50 (Barbara Grota) work as a medical estfield, Wisconsin 1961 to 1963 as frontier interns in South- 

team at the Cornell, Wis. Clinic. His wife’s Expert training for boys from ern Rhodesia in a program sponsored by 
training as a medical technologist has been 9 to 15 in the’ fundamentals of the World Student Christian Federation 

a boon to Dr. Hendrickson’s practice, both immi and the United Presbyterian Church. baseball, basketball, swimming, 
working at least eight hours a day, in addi- and other sports by qualified 

tion to being parents of four children. experienced instructors. ene 1960 

Gene Adams ’50, Elm Grove, Wis., has Forsyte’s executive director is ae 

been appointed general manager of Aring Earl Torgeson, former major Mr. and Mrs. H. William Ruf (Suzanne 

Equipment Co., Butler. Formerly a sales league baseball player. Williams 61) of Cleveland, Ohio announce 

manager, he has been with Aring for 15 Wisconsin alumni on the the birth of their first child, David Wil- 

years. management team are: Eugene liam, on Feb. 12. i 

O. B. Solie ’50, Rockford, Ill., was Calhoun, Bob Brigham, Bob J ns pore been eae 

among 20 winners of classics awards “for “Red” Wilson, Harold E. principal of Cudahy High School, where 

enduring furniture fashions” presented dur- Metzen, and George T. Rayne, he ies been teaching the physical. sciences 

ing the recent International Home Fur- all of Madison. ton io Dee aaa 

nishings Market in Chicago. Forsyte’s two week to four ee Cen Georse Ne adenyood Jr, 
eske ecione “star: eyuly ord © army's chief of information, spoke at 

1951-1955 For more information, write a March meeting of the Milwaukee 

P.O. Box 21, Westfield, Wis. ee ae is 

Eva Mae Struckmeyer 51, music ‘ gieysemaeae aM 

teacher at Horace Mann Faroe High pop by ee 

School, Wausau, was named the young 
educator award winner by the city’s 1961 

5 h Fs - 5 

ip eteel sce 8 Gael aa ponies ts se 
petition for the first Wisconsin OYE James E. Anderson, publisher of the O’Melia and ie € Rhineland 2 

einer New Glarus Post, has been honored by Mr: = Claud ae h is. (Al ae th 

Karl E. Meyer ’51, former Daily Car- inclusion in the ninth edition of Who's has hese easls re eo Ne So ) 

dinal editor and now an editorial writer Who in the Midwest, largest biographical County home = oats alee rt. “Ghetecd 

for the Washington Post, returned to the dictionary in the Midwest. hi uf ce pala \ > ° : er husband live in Pulaski. 

UW in March to speak on Washington F, L, Hildebrand, M.D., Menasha, Wis., Mr. and Mrs. Gordon DeWerth (Kar 
journalism. was awarded the Master of Science de- oO ascot 62) é the Birth of Thee 

Carl J. Seifert Jr. 51, president of the ae in medicine with a minor in hema- first child, A aatiahtee Julie Kay, bon 

Borg Fabric division of Amphenol-Borg ee ted ie bc Opened a lemioth March 1. Mr. DeWerth has just com- 

Electronics Corp., Delavan, Wis., has been : sage : Pp a law ollice pleted work on his Master of Business Ad- 

elected a director of the Educational with Will iam Dyke and George Jacobs inj hinistration degree at Bradley University. 

Foundation for the Apparel Industry. Madison. Peoria, Ill. : 

Clement M. Silvestro “51 has been 1957 Mr. and Mrs, Bernard Schur (Cynthia 

named director of the Chicago Historical June Loock) reside in Portland, Oregon, 

Society. ; 5 Peter B. Budic Jr., Brookfield, Wis., where Mr. Schur is president of the Cam- 

Atty. Milton E. Neshek °52, Elkhorn, has purchased the Clarke Drug Co. busi- pus Development Company. Mrs. Schur, 

has been named to the Wisconsin State ness in Waukesha. mother of a two-year old son, was elected 

Universities Board of Regents. He is a Dr. David H. Clemens, research chemist vice president of the Portland Alumni 

partner in the firm of Godfrey, Godfrey, with Rohm & Haas Company, Phila- Chapter of Alpha Xi Delta and was also 

Neshek and Conway. : delphia chemicals manufacturer, has been _ selected by the Oregon State Central Com- 

Fred D. Huber Jr. ’52 has become a promoted to head of one of the firm’s ion mittee of the National Federation of Young 

member of the firm of Love, Davis, Mc- _ exchange research laboratories. Republicans to attend its annual National 
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Leadership Conference in Washington, 
D.C. in February. 

1962 

Frederick Goll III was born to Mr. and Me / M . al 
Mrs. Frederick Goll Jr. (Marilyn Marsh) CW y Oni Ti 7é 
on March 3 in Bethlehem, Pa. 

Dale Hackbart has been signed by the 1957 Bonnie Mae Bolman and Thomas Mann Minnesota Vikings as a free agent. He HUGHBANKS, Raci 
suffered a shoulder separation last year Judith A. Fouquet and Thomas G. S W. ae NIEDE d PB 
and was released by the Redskins prior LUEDERS, Milwaukee. OCReel a BEEN ae Ce 
to the season’s opener. Seat Kelly, Oak Park, I. 5 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nadler (Linda 1958 ae ns et Bed 
Kimbrig) announce the birth of a daughter, : ae , Cambridge, Mass. Juliet Beth, born Oct. 23, 1964. Marilyn Ruth GARTLAND and Frank Helen Ann Trapula and John H. 

G Keller, Anchorage, Alaska. TORPHY, Lynn, Mass. 
1963 Martha Jean Ihlenfeld and James Ed- 

Karen Berke is the Wisconsi: incess wate KERNAN, Milwankee: abs ie in prince i is 
at the 53rd national cherry blossom fes- ae Leone WEEE = and Chic: Kathleen Mary BAILEY and John S. 
tival held in Washington early this month. 4 Pantzer, Sheboygan. 
She is an employee of the U. S. Agricul- 1959 Judith Adel and Jerry Ross LYMAN, ture Department. Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

EllisuW. ‘Dana’ was-commissioned an Sandra Alice LANGHOFER and Donal Fay Robinson and Alan Marc SHLIM- 
ensign in the U.S. Navy on Feb. 5 at OCS Arthur Walsh, La Crosse. OVITZ, Glendale. 
at Newport, R.I., and was assigned to the 
Technical Assistance Center at U.S. Naval 1960 1964 
Air Station at Glynco, Georgia, for radar Barbara Ann Herrling and James Her- Kristine Mary Klein and Jack Russell 

and communication training. He received bert BOWEN, Madison. BOHEIM, Milwaukee. 

his master’s degree at the School of Busi- Sheryl Annette Brinkman and Donald Jean C. HILLE and Larry E. Smith, 
ness Administration, University of Mich- Francis DeCLEENE, Milwaukee. Menomonee Falls. 
igan, in August 1964. Annemarie Olga HAMMER and Berkley Joyce Ellen Jones and Jerry T. 
1964 Arnold Tague. LAWLER, Madison. 

“ Anne Katherine Gerth and Thomas 
Sarah C. Levin is stationed with the 1961 Harvey LOGAN, Madison. 

ee Corps in Northern Nigeria. : Gircl. Ann CAT DWELIC® ana “Cal Karin MILES and Stephen Ariens, Gary, 
ichard F, Feutz has been commis- Theod Guinble ond da’ Lac Ind. 

sioned a second lieutenant in the U.S. Air Sa ae K CILBERTSON ie dR ala Claudia G. BRITTON 64 and William 
Force upon graduation from OTS at Lack- All tal ot di “ on H. NORTON, Amherst. 
Jand AFB, Tex. dali me se erat d Daniel h Beverly Jean Richgels and Jack O. 

John G. Wegener is working on his one ee By auer and Daniel Josep PFISTER, Madison. 
master’s degree in speech pathology at Katheri eenan. d Charl Sally Ann PROCTOR and Thomas E. 
Indiana University. atherine Ann Ruegger an Char = Rackley, Madison. 5 hn HOLDERNESS, Hasbrouck Heights, eeaee. ; Lt. and Mrs. James Griffin, Ft. Knox, 0 , > Biruta Ruth ZARINS ’64 and Robert B. 
Ky., announce the birth of their first child, i ly Ann Deseo and Robert SUHR, Wisconsin Rapids. 
Suzanne, on Feb. 15. MUELLER, w iscoll and Jerome Rober! Donna Jean THRONSON and John Ed- 

Robert J. O’Brien has joined the Trane Kathl OMEARA ak Ela ward Ross, Madison. 
Company’s Oklahoma City sales office as a et Teal hilippi on Oss OD Carole Ann Moen and William O. 
general line sales engineer. Fryer, Manila, Philippines. WEDEL, Baraboo. 

Lewis H. Kieffer has been commissioned 1962 Jean Yvonne Harrington and Walter 
a second lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force Lowry WEST, Green Bay. 
upon graduation from OTS at Lackland Bonnie Jean Swendson and John F. Barbara Jean WESTPHAL ’63 and 
‘AFB, Tex. ELLIOTT, Brookfield. Glenn Robert ZASTROW, Wauwatosa. _—————— ae ee een 2 en 

Sidney L. CASTLE ’09, Chicago, Ill. Florenz George ALTENDORF ’15, 
Bruce Vincent EDWARDS ’09, East Washington, D. C. 

Orange, N.J. Mrs. Joseph C. Chase 715, (Cora Ellen 
lecrology Beder WOOD, Jr., ’11, Moline, Ill. BINZEL), Milwaukee. 

Dr. Selma Sophie KONIG 12, Milwau- Walter Samuel JENSEN 715, Fremont, 
kee. Ta. 

Arthur P. SILLIMAN ’90, Hibbing, Harry Dalton FRANCIS 712, Delavan. Mrs. Ralph E. Wallace 715, (Frances 
Minn. Hugh Marine ROBERTS 712, Duluth, ~LOOMIS), New York, N.Y. 

Horace Prentiss BOARDMAN ’94, Reno, Minn. J. F. JOHNSON, Jr. ’16, Phoenix, Ariz. 
Nev. Harold Marion CROTHERS 713, Brook- Henry Playman MELNIKOW ’16, Stu- 

Mrs. Herman H. Liebenberg ’97 (Maud ings, S. Dak. dio City, Calif. 
M. AVERILL), Madison. Edward Anthony KRUEGER ’14, Bernard Christian MUELLER ’16, Dav- 

Charles Benjamin WERVE ’00, Keno- Frankfort, Ind. enport, Ia. 
sha. Teresa Veronica O'BRIEN ’14, Fond du Frederick SANBORN 716, Great Falls, 

Samuel Kent DICKINSON ’03, Sparta. Lac. Mont. 
Laura Edna DU FOUR ’04, Racine. Thomas Leslis JONES *14, Arena. Leon BATTIG 17, Sheboygan. 
Mrs. William Ballantyne Anderson 06, Nordahl O. GUNDERSON 714, Rock- George Herbert TAYLOR 717, Chicago, 

(Mary E, WATERBURY), Corvallis, Ore. ford, Ill. Ill. 
Morris W. LOCKE ’06, Milwaukee. Raymond A. HEISING 714, Summit, John Rankin DUNLOP ’17, Noroton 
Grove Fil KENNEDY ’08, Madison. NJ. Heights, Conn. 
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Mrs. J. Finn Grimes 718, (Margaret Allen Melvin ZIEGLER ’25, Holden, Marshall Samuel STAUFFACHER 736, 
Devlin SENNETT) Milwaukee. Mo. Milwaukee. 

Mrs. George F. Johnson 718, (Iva No- Franklyn Howard MILLER ’26, Wau- Anthony Joseph BURGERT ’37, Hous- 

dene KETCHMAN) Belle Fourche, S.  watosa. ton, Texas. 

Dak. Edwin Henry KLEIST ’26, Thiensville. James Francis HORAN ’37, Friendship, 

Chauncey Kenneth VINE °18, W. Los Cloyde Duval DALZELL ’28, Pasadena, Wis. : z 
Angeles, Calif. Calif. Adrian E, SILVER ’37, Racine. 

Ralph KARGER ’19, Milwaukee. Mrs. Fred F. O’Brien ’28, (Martha Sim- ioe Howard ELLESTAD ‘39, New 
Early Whitten POINDEXTER 719, At- mons COWAN), Tucson, Ariz. yore Bae ue ee 

chison, Kansas. Merril J. FOWLE ’29, Newton Square, MAS eipEM Cea is cereus ory 
p Alida LARSON), Washington, N.J. 

Herbert Edward LINDEMANN ’20, Pa. és 3 
3 Edgar Prater MERCER ’40, Madison. 

Hartford. Donald Bruce HARTER ’29, Boston, ‘ > 
sae é ‘ ef George Frederick GRUESCHOW ’41, 

Leo Willis PETERSON 721, Sun Prairie. Mass. Milwaukee: 
Paul Wood PORTER ’21, Minneapolis, Edward Charles HEMES °29, Milan, Mrs. John F. Zimmermann ’41, (Rose- 

Minn. Italy. : marie Hildegarde RUESS), Milwaukee. 
Mrs. Harrison W. Wellman, Jr. 721 Mrs. Ruben G. Krohn ’29 (Eleanor Mrs. Delwyn George Schubert ’42, 

(Pauline Dorothy CORNISH), Denver, Louise STOLPER), Wauwatosa. (Beatrice Ann GEHRUNG), Los Angeles, 
Colo. Rex K. SCHULER ’29, Kenosha. Calif. 

Kenneth Hoffman ARCHIE ’22, Wau- Russell G. C. BROWN 730, Toledo, Norbert Bennett FRITZ °45, Omaha, 
watosa. Ohio. Nebr. 

Thomas Francis MOORE ’22, Madison. Mrs. Cecil Odell Johnson ’30, (Eliza- Mrs. George Tennyson Matthews 45, 
Francis KAREL ’23, Holmes Beach, beth GOUDIE), Colorado Springs, Colo. (Mildred BYARS), Rochester, Mich. 

Fla. Mrs. Fred Mints 30 (Mildred Eliza- Jason Theodore NICOL *47, Waukegan, 
Estelle Brown MILLER ’23, Martinez, beth NAGLE), Oceanside, N.Y. Ill. 

Calif. Hugh LeRoy HEMMINGWAY 31, Robert Emerson SEXMITH °47, Men- 
Julian LeRoy PETERSON ’23, Two Woodstock, Il. ominee, Mich. 

Rivers. Ruth Marguerite LUETSCHER 731, Walter Joseph CHESLEY 48, Monte- 
Frederick Charles JOHN ’24, Milwau- Madison. 5 video, Minn. 

kee. William Hardy THARP, Jr., ‘31, Mem- Norbert Wallace HENGARTNER 48, 
Thomas Clarence ALLEN ’25, Toronto, phis, Tenn. Brookfield. 

Ohio. Earl Hoyt BELL 32, Manlius, N.Y. Henry Lindauer JAASTAD °49, Eau 
Lester Herman GUNSBURG 725, Mil- Josephine Cecile DETTMAN 32, Mani- Claire. 

waukee. towoc. Joseph Charles ONOSKO ’49, Milwau- ‘ 
George Gus KLOSER 25, Waterville, Lloyd Joseph MEULI 32, Long Beach, kee. 

N.Y. Calif. Thomas Michael CONNOLLY 50, 
John W. LEWIS ’25, Dodgeville. Eutelle William BERG ’34, Superior. Madison. 
Sister M. Felicia 25, (Frances Marion George John CALLOS 734, Milwaukee. Prof. Leo Joseph MORAN 754, Pasa- 

O’NEIL), Madison. Aldric Russell REVELL ’34, Madison. dena, Calif. 

A Biography of Glenn Frank 

Lawrence H. Larsen’s absorbing biography ee ee eae eee a 

brings Glenn Frank to life, in his personal I ORDER FORM : | 

relationships no less than in his public career, : The State Historical Society of Wisconsin I 
fs . ae * 816 State Street - Madison, Wisconsin 53706 | 

and it provides a definitive account of his : I 

successes and failures as the tenth president | Gentlemen: Please send me ... copies @ $4.50 of ' 

of the University of Wisconsin. Based on i : 

private papers and official archives, here is : TAS TSE) SSE OTS SES I 

the first full-dress account of Frank’s appoint- Pipa so tstcrs Ses congener teieons reese ' 

ment, his renowned educational experiments, H : | 

his handling of the controversies which s I | 

buffeted his administration, and his dismissal Giiy ee ee eStats : 

from 0 i : i i : I | m Office in 1937. Illustrations, notes, index F Ten pec ote Giesine' ta Usiveesiy akan | 

Pp. 208. Dctptiee SOR Ge he es Re acca 
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Serials Dept. 
% Memorial Libr., Univ. of Wis., 

3 : Madison 6, Wis, 
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High spot of the New York World’s Fair reopening this Spring — 
GM Futurama! 

You can look over GM's exciting “idea” cars—Firebird IV with television, 
stereo, game table, refrigerator; CM-X with jet aircraft cockpit and con- 
trols —fascinating design and engineering innovations right out of 
tomorrow. 

You'll take a ride that is wrapped in wonders . . . through the metropolis 
of the future, over Antarctic wastes, into tropical jungles, along the ocean 
floor. 

You can count on the people of General Motors again to provide the most 
popular show at the Fair—the Futurama. 

General Motors Is People... 
making better things for you
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